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SUMMARIES OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN THIS ISSUE 

(Publication of these summaries is permitted) 

KAREL WICHTERLE, Praha: On ^-convergence spaces. Czech. Math, J. 
18 (93), (1968), 569-588. (Original paper.) * 

The author investigates spaces whose closure is determined by means of 
a convergence of nets, the domain of which belongs to a given class $8 of 
directed sets. The 23-envelope of 23-regular 58-space is defined, its existence, 
uniqueness and construction is proved and some relations to completely 
regular spaces and Čech-Stone compactification are studied. 

P. L. GANGULI, B. K. LAHIRI, Calcutta: Some results on certain sets of 
series. Czech. Math. J. 18 (93), (1968), 589-594. (Original paper.) 

The purpose of the present paper is to extend certain results of Sengupta 
and to determine the cardinal number of sets of certain types of series. 

ANTON KOTZiG, Bratislava: O ^Hmpa/ibuo cuMMempmecKux epacfiax. (On 
centrally symmetric graphs.) Czech. Math. J. 18(93), (1968), 606-615. 
(Original paper.) 

The paper deals with graphs whose vertices have the following properties: 
(i) If y, z are neighboring vertices then the distance of y from x is different 
from the distance of z from x, (ii) there exists one and only one vertex x such 
that the distance of x, x is greater than the distance of x from an arbitrary 
vertex neighboring to x. The importance of such graphs for the theory of 
structures is shown and their properties are studied. The construction of all 
graphs with the mentioned properties, whose diameter is less than 5, is 
described. 

HELMUT WEGMANN, Stuttgart: Die Hausdorffsche Dimension von Mengen 
reeller Zahlen, die durch Zifferneigenschaften einer Cantorentwicklung cha-
rakterisiert sind. Czech. Math. J. 18 (93), (1968), 622—632. (Originalartikel.) 

In der Arbeit wird eine Moglichkeit gezeigt, wie der in der Theorie dersto 
chastischen Prozessen benutzten Billingsleysche Dimensionsbegriff an metri-
sche Fragen angewendet werden kann, welche im Falle allgemeinerer als der 
g-adischen Entwicklungen reeller Zahlen mit der Hausdorffschen Dimension 
zusammenhángen. 

JAN KADLEC, Praha, B. B. KOPOTKOB, HOBOCHSHPCK: 06 oueimax s-nu-
ced onepamopoe ejiojtcenun u onepamopoe, noebiuiawufux zmdKocmh. (On the 
estimates of s-numbers of imbedding operators and of operators which 
heighten the smoothness.) Czech. Math. J. 18 (93), (1968), 678 — 699. (Ori
ginal paper.) 

The problem of estimating the s-numbers of compact operators in Hilbert 
spaces which heighten the smoothness is studied. The connection between 
a theorem of M. G. Krein and his generalization given by V. J. Parasha is 
made clear and the necessary and sufficient conditions are given guaranteeing 
the validity of an inequality which forms the main contents of the mentioned 
theorems. 
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